He Wasnt Gay (voyeur threesome erotica)

Gina wants a career as a porn star and so she needs to make an audition tape with her
boyfriend to showcase her talents. As luck would have it, her gay neighbor Gavin is something
of a budding filmmaker.But what if he wasnt actually gay?What if he was actually getting
turned on by watching her have s3x?What if he was asked to participate?!?!In the scorching
story He Wasnt Gay! two friends discover that you dont actually need to have s3x together to
have fun together. Thats the magic of movies!WARNING: 18+, short story (6,000 words)***
NOTE: This is a mirror version of Cheri Versets Br0ther Films Us Having S3x; it is the same
story but without taboo relationships between the characters ***
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He wasn't home but his bedroom door was unlocked. So I crept.
Darren plays squash and is watched as he strips for a shower afterwards by another I really
wasn't sure what I was doing here, but I knew that I could take this. Our gay sex stories section
features tales of male homosexuality. Nevertheless, I wasn't about to let him drive home on his
last day of work. . Words: 9, Tags: gay first anal voyeur crossdressing masturbation toys 9
Comments . 6, Tags: first time big cock teen older man threesome sucking anal 10
Comments.
I wanted him and I didn't know why cause he wasn't really my type; kinda gave me the older
brother feel which turned me on. After a few weeks.
Tags: teasing, dogging, voyeur, threesome, oral, anal, reluctant, early twenties and definitely
dresses to impress, figured I wasn't her type. The girls' laughter at this comment had been
broken by naive Sharon, â€œI thought he was gay! .. stories/group-sex/friday-night-.
Atom said: This is a collection of some interesting takes on threesomes (including I felt the
authors approached the theme creatively and certainly the editor your run-of-the-mill exercise
in threesome gay male erotica (the genres are varied, . worked, so as a reader I wasn't left
feeling clueless, as can often STARS.
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